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HYPER-TOPIC - A SYSTEM FOR THE AUTOMATIC 
CONSTRUCTION OF A HYPERTEXT-BASE WITH 
INTERTEXTUAL RELATIONS 

R. Kuhlen, F. Yetim, Universitat Konstanz, FRG 

ABSTRAcr 
This paper reports on the extension of an automatic text analysis system (TOPIC) to a 
hypertext-system (HYPER-TOPIC) which automatically builds up intertextual relations 
between semantic units from different texts. These units, which we calI information 
units, are provided by TOPIC on the basis of coherent knowledge structures within texts 
and can be represented in flexible ways, Le. as graphs, tables, pictures, automatically 
~enerated textual abstracts, or as passages of text From the original full text. By realizing 
mtertextual relations between the different presentations of text units, HYPER-TOPIC 
allows comfortable and flexible navigation in the hypertextbase. . 

1. REPRESENTATION OF TEXT KNOWLEDGE 
Methods of automatic text analysis together with techniques of knowledge 

representation make it possible to identify knowledge structures within texts and to 
present them in a flexible way. The traditional linear presentation of knowledge, as is 
cornmon in printed publications or in full-text banks, can be completed and partially 
replaced by non-linear and non-verbal means. For instance, knowledge can be presented 
as networks, graphies, tables, etc. in addition to natural langua~e. And relations between 
chunks of knowledge or semantically coherent information uruts can be realized in ways 
different from those which rely on textual coherence and cohesion. Moreover, these 
relations are not necessarily restricted to a single text. 

The interrelation between texts represented in a hypertext basis is the major 
concern of this paper. In the last six years in the department for Information Science at 
the University of Constance we have deve!oped the protytype of an automatic text 

"	 analysis system (TOPIC), which produces text condensation structures from texts in the 
domain of information technology (Ref. 1). The system is based on a frame model 
(FRM) (Ref. 2) and a semantic partial parser (Ref. 3). Its performance consists mainly 
in partitioning the current text into semantically coherent parts, so-called text 
constÎtuents. These unÎts are presented as graphs or frame-networks (cf. Fig. 1). 

According to the underlying frame model the nodes contain frames, slots or slot 
entries and are interrelated via mainly hierarchical relations such as instance, is-a, part
of. From Fig. 1 one can see that TOPIC has originaUy been designed as an 
abstracting/text condensation system. On the lowest level the basic text constituents 
represent the semantic structure of elementary text units, normaUy identical with text 
paragraphs. In the following, when we use the term "information unit", we refer to the 
different ways of representing these basic text constitueots, be it as graphs, as tables, as 
text passages, as abstracts, or as pictures (cf. Fig. 2). Hierarchically higher nodes (in Fig. 
1) represent more abstracts concepts which cao be derived from the lower ones if these 
lower concepts have sorne features (frame, slot, slot entries) in common. 
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Fig. 1.: Presentation of semantic information units as conceptual graphs 

The graphs are the basis for the other system, TWRM-TOPOGRAPHIC (Ref. 4), 
which has been designed as a graphie retrieval machine and which presents the inberent 
knowledge of the information urnts in a flexible and multi-medial way. For this flexible 
presentation we have introduced the concept of cascaded condensation and presentation. 
At the moment, the system can present knowledge, according to different users' needs. 
in the following ways: a) graphically as frame-based concepts of the pertinent domain of 
discourse; b) verbally as automatically generated textual abstracts; c) graphically as the 
thematic structure of a single part or different parts of the text; d) in tabular form as 
frames, slot, and slot entries; e) as pictures stemming from the original text; f) textual 
passages as excerpts from the underlying full text (cf. Fi~. 2). 

System performance indicates that, on the basts of CUITent knowledge and in 
addition to other experimental intelligent retrieval systems, this is..a realistic alternative 
to existing information retrieval systems, which tend to he rather rigid and linear. System 
performance also makes it possible to regard this as a hypertext system (Ref. 5) but, 
different from most existing or experimental hypertext systems, the hypertext base of 
TOPIC is built up automatically by an analysis of the underlying texts. 

2. DESIGN OF A HYPER-TOPIC SYSTEM 
The work we would Iike to report on here concentrates on overcoming the present 

restrictions in the system., in particular building up intertextual relations between 
information units and their respective presentation forms (Ref. 6). This is necessary 
because users of hypertext systems are typically not interested in the knowledge 
structure of a single text but regard the whole domain of knowledge as a base in which 
they can navigate. The new HYPER-TOPIC system allows intertextual navigation not 
only via pre-established system relations but also via relations which are built up in 
question rime according to actually articulated user queries. 

We differentiate between svntagmatic, paradigmatic, and pragmatic relations, 
which can be constructed automadcally by taking advantage of the formal properties of 
frame-based partial text graphs (the representation of the information units). 
Syntagmatic relations, such as "next-passage-within-the-same-text". are comparable ta 
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Fig.2.: Presentation of an entire saeen with the objects: TeX! passage, abstraet and fui] text 
:0 different users' needs, (in the background [he list of the relevant coostituents and a. theme profile) 
the pertinent domain of 

cts; c) graphically as the [Source: Ref. 4) 
ct; d) in tabular form as 
~ original text; f) textual 

context operators, weIl known in the domain of full-text retrieval. Paradigmatic 
rrent knowledge and in relations, such as "have-same-feature", represent semantic relations between information 
1is.a realistic alternative units both within a single text and between units of different texts. And finally, pragmatic 
r riSid and linear. System relations reflect the dependencies between information units and user intentions on the 
ext system (Ref. 5) but. basis of the actual dialogue context. 
IS, the hypertext base of As already mentioned, HYPER-TOPIC relies on the performance of the systems 
texts. TOPIC and TWRM-TOPOGRAPHIC. Accordingly. the hypertext knowledge base 

(HTKB) of HYPER-TOPIC can be defined as a 6-tupel: 
HTKB = <Fr, P'fG, TAB, ABS, GRA, f> 

l overcoming the present HTKB consists of the sets of full texts (Fr) analyzed in the system, of partial text 
,;tual relations between graehs (PTG), of derived tables (TAB), of generated abstraets (ABS), and of ~aphics 

ef. 6). This is necessary aVallable in the full-text version. f is a function which assigns to each informauon unit 
:sted in the knowledge one element of the other sets, whereby the elements of TAB, ABS, and GRA are sets by 
ledge as a base in which themselves; they may contain multiple entries, such as different figures in one 
ertextual navigation not information unit. (We have to admit that using ABS as a set of automatically generated 
lS which are built up in natura! language abstracts is somewhat of an over-simplification because in reality it is 

one of the genuine performance characteristics of 1WRM-TOPOGRAPHIC (Ref. 7) 
nd pragmatic relations, that the abstracts are not prefabricated in analysis time but are derived, in question 
the fonnal properties of time, by mapping actual user queries onto text graphs or parts of them. These abstracts 
he information units). are thus, in documentation terminology, slanted abstraets which occur on the text 
ext", are comparable to surface differently according [Q different users' needs.) 
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As already mentioned, an information unit is an abstract concept which refers to a 
semantically coherent piece of text knowledge and which, in combining the different 
presentation forms, is the main node type in the hypertext knowledge base. It is defined 
as a 5-tupel: 

lU = < ft, ptg, tab, abs, gra> 
with ft: full text (ft Fr); ptg: partial text grarh (ptg PTG); tab: tabular 

presentation of a frame structure (tab TAB); abs: natura language abstract (abs ABS); 
gra: graphie taken from the full text (gra GRA). 

3.	 INTERTEXTUALRELATIONS 
The main idea of a HYPER-TOPIC system consists in interrelating these abstract 

concepts (information units) by using syntagmatic, paradigmatic and pragmatic relations. 
The concrete shallow realization of the information units, be it as graphs, as abstracts, as 
tables, or as text passages, depends on the concrete. retrieval dialogue situation or the 
actual user's query, respectively. 

Fig. 3 gives examples of mtertextual relations between information units. Whereas 
syntagmatic relations ('SYN-RELi' or 'SYN-RELj' in Fig. 3 ) refer to surface 
phenomena in full texts, paradigmatic relations ('PAR-RELi', 'PAR-RELY etc. in Fig. 3) 
refer to partial text graphs (PTG). ~mlnlic infOlllll 

3.1	 SYNTAGMATIC RELATIONS 
The following formai syntagmatic relations are realized. They correspond roughly 

ta the context operators weIl known in the domain of full text retrieval: 
next-passage-wilhin-lhe-same-lext 
previous-passage-wilhin-the-same-text 
first-passage-within-the-same-text 
last-passage-wilhin-the-sarne-text. 

3.2	 PARADIGMATIC RELATIONS 
Paradigmatic relations provide more information because they are based on 

semantic similarities and differences between information units. They can be built up 
automatically by taking advantage of the formaI semantic structures of frame-based 
partial text graphs (for example, having the same or different frames or slots or slot 
entries). The usage of these relations depends on the retrieval results and the intentions 
articulated by the user of the system. The system firstly presents the thematic description 
of an information unit, and the user, starting from this information, selects the 
appropriate paradigmatic relations (appropriate ta his/her needs) and may thus 
navi~ate in the set of ail information units which have been selected as relevant to the Legend: 
origmal query. 

CD • is-tParadigmatic relations can be divided into two main groups: relations which are 
based on slots (properties of frame concepts) and relations which are additionnally <Zl . is-a 

based on concrete slot-entries. The following relations have been defined so far: G) • is-f 
share-conccpt (!) • iS-9 
have-same-featurcs 
have-same-info 
have-additional-info 
have-complement-info 
have-additional-fcature 
have-alternative-fealure 
feature-coincidence 
property-coincidcnce 
additional-info-to-featurc Fig. 
alternative-info-to-feature 
same-property. 

Ta give a bit more information on how these relations are defined we look at two 
of them more in detail (for further information see Ref. 6): 
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fig 3. Presenlalion of semantic information unils and lheir relalionship 
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:

• share concept relevance oJ 
Between two (partial) text graphs (Ptgl and ptg.,) the relation shore concept e:àsts hypertext gr

if they have at least one frame node in common (a frame node is a cornplex structure 
consisting of a frame name and its set of slots). 'v'Q'
Example: 

GRAPH-l GRAPH-2 

manufacturer ZelaMachines
/"'. Inc. 

instance 1 
1 

s lot 

ZelaMachines SorlMachines 
Inc. Lld. 

product 

The shore concept relation is very wealdy constrained. By repeated selections of 
this relation the user may inspeet text passages which are somehow thematically related. 
This relation causes· in tenns of information retrieval theory - high recall but eventually 
low precision. 

• have-same·features 
Between the two partial graphs ptgl and ptgz in the foUowing example the system 

can identify the relation have-same-features if the ptgi have common frame nodes with 
the same slot nodes. By seleeting this relation several urnes it is possible to look at many 
information units in dlfferent texti which deal with the same topic seen from different 
authors' point of view. 
Example: 

GRAPH-I GRAPH-2r------------, 
zenon-)( 

zenon-l( 
1 

• lot"1 
s lot 

1 
1 cpu 

cpu 

3.3 PRAGMATIC RElATIONS 
Pragmatic relations determine the relevance of information units with respect to 

the actual retrieval or dialogue context and the user's intention. The evaluation of the 
relevance aIso allows a hierarchical orderin~ (ranking) of the different information units 
selected. The relevance relation determlOes to what extent a query matches the 
semantic representation of a partial text graph (ptg). 

The set of relevant information units (RIU) is thus determined by the relation 
"share-concept" which e:àsts between the concepts (nodes) of a query Q and the 
concepts (nodes) of the pertinent graph. 

Rn; := {G 1 3 Q (share - concept (Q, G»} 

This relation is very weakly determined. By applying il, every information unit is 
considered as relevant whose ~aphs have at least one concept 10 common with the 
query. In case of a large set ot relevant information units it is useful to evaluate the 
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relevance of each single unit in order to produce a hierarchical order (a ranking) in the 
hypertext graph. The relevance is defined as followsl: 

VQ VC Vr: relevance (Q, C, r) Ç:} r = 

L L weight(nt} x equal(ni,n2) + 
olEQ o2EG 

+ log ( L rel (C, CI)) 
G'ERlU 

The relevance relation relevance(Q, G, r) deterrnines to what extent the query (Q) 
overlaps with the semantic representation (G) of an information unit. r represents the 
measure of the relevance. The relevance oi an information unit is calculated by adding 
the weight of those concepts of Q which are identical with the concepts from G. The 
function weight ~ives the weight of a concept. The weight (between 1 and 10) is given by 
the user in retneval time. The function equal examines the identity of two nodes. Its 
value is 1 if they are identical, 0 if not. In addition. the relevance relation takes into 
account the subset of information units (G') of the set RIU which are related with the 
information unit (G) over the shore concept relation. Because this relation May produce 
large sets, the value is given in its logarithmic form. 

Relevance in hypertext systems refers to single pieces of knowledge. This is the 
main difference to full text retrieval systems which, even in their passage retrieval fonn. 
primarily intend to infonn users about whole documents. Hypertext is based on the de
linearization of text. Consequently, the evaluation of the relevance of an information 
unit in HYPER-TOPIC does not consider the relevance of the wbole text. The relevance 
relation is a measure for discrete information units. 

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK: 
The results achieved so far show that a hypertext knowledge base can be built up 

automatically by text analysis procedures such as those provided by TOPIC. 
Furthermore, the knowledge structures of the pertinent information uruts can be 
presented in a flexible and multi-modal way. HYPER-TOPIC allows intertextual 
navigation in the related knowledge structures of a homogeneous, domain-specific text 
base. The main advantage of the system, although still in a very limited experimental 
stage, lies in the automatic construction an9 controlled maintenance of the complicated 
relational structure. Further work will concentrate a) on the development of text 
relations such as causal, conditional and temP-Oral relations, b) on the development of 
methods by which the quantity barrier can he overcome; and c) on evaluating the 
acceptance of ambitious hypertext systems, in particular to what extent users of such 
systems are willing and able to handle the complex relational structure and the flexible 
knowledge presentation provided by systems such as HYPER-TOPIC. 

TOPIC, TWRM-TOPOGRAPHIC are realized in C and PROLOG on UNIX 
machines; HYPER-TOPIC is in the process of being developed in the same 
programming environment. 

Prof. Or.Rainer Kuhlen / Oipl.-Inf.Wiss. Fahri Yetim 
Oepartment of Information Science at the University of Constance 
Box 5560, 0-7750 Konstanz 

1 As a modified version of lhe formula proposed in Hammwôhner/Thiel 1987 
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